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WERE THE LXX VERSIONS OF PROVERBS AND JOB
TRANSLATED BY THE SAME PERSON?*
Johann Cook
University of Stellenbosch
This article addresses the question whether Septuagint Proverbs and Job could
have had the same translator. Gerleman opted for an affirmative answer,
whereas Gammie disagrees. Applicable criteria are formulated—linguistic
ones and aspects of the contents of these units. This article focuses on the
latter—the way two prominent wisdom passages, Old Greek Job 28 and LXX
Prov 8:22–31, are rendered. It deals with the translation technique. Both units
are deemed freely translated. They correspond largely, however, they also differ. Whereas LXX Proverbs is an expansive text, Old Greek Job is an
abridged text. Old Greek Job 28 has a unique profile with a number of minuses. The following aspects are omitted: earth and bread; stones (sapphires
and gold); birds of prey (the falcon); the proud wild animals (the lion); the
deep and the sea; wisdom not for gold and silver; nor from gold of Ophir,
onyx, or sapphire; gold and glass or jewels of fine gold; coral or crystal; the
chrysolite of Ethiopia, pure gold; Abaddon and Death; and a way for the thunderbolt. This composition represents an abridged text, the work of the translator. There is no evidence of differing Vorlagen. The translator of Prov 8:22–
31 stresses the fact that God/the Lord was solely responsible for the creation
and that wisdom had no independent role to play. In verses 23, 24, 25, and 31,
the person or aspect of the verb was changed in order to avoid misunderstanding. The translator places wisdom in perspective. Reduction of the text as
is the case with Old Greek Job did not take place in LXX Proverbs 8. This
could lead to one conclusion only; two translators, with such divergent attitudes to their parent texts, could not have belonged to the same circle of
translators nor be deemed as one and the same translator.

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 The Problem
Research into the Greek version of the Hebrew Bible, including the socalled de novo Septuagint writings, has been gaining momentum of late.
There are various reasons for this positive development. The publication
program of the LXX is advancing progressively. The impact of the Dead Sea
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Scrolls on Septuagintal studies is also observed at various levels.1 Novel
theories as to the origin of the LXX have been formulated and international
projects have sprung up like mushrooms over the past decade.2 It, therefore,
now seems the appropriate time to address issues other than strictly textcritical ones.
Applicable issues are the locating of individual books and their provenance and determining who the persons were that translated/composed specific books. As far as the question of the provenance of the Septuagint is
concerned, some preliminary work has been done in this regard.3 Whereas
there is general consensus that the original Septuagint, the Pentateuch,
should be located in Egypt and more specifically in Alexandria, there is a
difference of opinion on those books outside of this corpus.4 Scholars have
argued that LXX Proverbs and Old Greek Job could have been translated in
Alexandria5 or Palestine.6 Until recently there was a consensus that Old
Greek Job was translated in Alexandria.7 However, the latest suggestion by
Reed8 is that the additions to Job 42:17b–e originated in Palestine. About the
issue as to who could have been responsible for the two units under discussion, the views are also divergent.
1

Compare, for instance, G. J. Brooke and B. Lindars, eds., Septuagint, Scrolls and Cognate Studies (SCS
33; Atlanta, Ga.: Scholars Press, 1992).
2
One need only glance at the recent BIOSCS volumes.
3
Evidence of this trend is the fact that two contributions to the twelfth congress of the International
Organization for Septuagint and Cognate Studies in Leiden were devoted to the theme of provenance.
Compare, C. E. Cox, “The Historical, Social, and Literary Context of Old Greek Job,” in XII Congress of
the International Organization for Septuagint and Cognate Studies, Leiden 2004 (SCS 54; M. K. H. Peters,
ed.; Atlanta, Ga.: Society of Biblical Literature, 2006), pp. 105–116 and M. N. van der Meer, “Provenance,
Profile and Purpose of the Greek Joshua,” in XII Congress of the International Organization for Septuagint
and Cognate Studies, Leiden 2004 (SCS 54; M. K. H. Peters, ed.; Atlanta, Ga.: Society of Biblical
Literature, 2006), pp. 55–80. Cook also dealt with this issue at the International Organization for Septuagint
and Cognate Studies Congress in Ljubljana: J. Cook, “Semantic Considerations and the Provenance of
Translated Units,” in XIII Congress of the International Organization for Septuagint and Cognate Studies:
Ljubljana 2007 (SCS; M. K. H. Peters, ed.; Atlanta, Ga.: Society of Biblical Literature, 2008), pp. 65–83.
4
A. van der Kooij, “On the Place of Origin of the Old Greek of Psalms,” VT 33 (1983): 64–74 has argued
that perhaps the Greek Psalms could have originated in Palestine. He also thinks that Leontopolis could be
seen as the location for LXX Isaiah.
5
D.-M. D’Hamonville, La Bible D’Alexandrie. Les Proverbs. Traduction du texte grec de la Septant (Paris:
Les Éditions du cerf, 2000), p. 134 thinks LXX Proverbs was translated in Alexandria.
6
Compare, J. G. Gammie, “The Septuagint of Job: Its Poetic Style and Relationship to the Septuagint of
Proverbs,” CBQ 49.1 (1987): 30 has argued that LXX Proverbs came to be in Palestine. Compare also, M.
B. Dick, “The Ethics of the Old Greek Book of Proverbs,” in The Studia Philonica Annual. Studies in
Hellenistic Judaism (ed. D. T. Runia; Atlanta, Ga.: Scholars Press, 1990), 2:20 and J. Cook, “The
Septuagint as Contextual Bible Translation: Alexandria or Jerusalem as Context for Proverbs?” JNSL 19
(1993): 25–39.
7
C. E. Cox, “The Historical, Social,” p. 106.
8
Compare, A. Y. Reed, “Job as Jobab: The Interpretation of Job in LXX Job 42:17b–e,” JBL 120.1 (2001):
31–55.
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Gerleman was probably the first scholar to explicitly express the view
that the same translator was responsible for both LXX Proverbs and Old
Greek Job.9 He concentrated on individual words and expressions he deemed
common favorite expressions of both translations. However, he also spoke
about “the familiarity with the Hellenistic world and openness to Hellenistic
culture which is common to both translations.”10 In this regard, he does distinguish between the translator of Job whose “mind has turned to myths and
fables, a process of association in keeping with the contents of the book” and
Proverbs who “has been more suggestive of poetry and philosophy.”11 In the
final analysis he comes to a “tentative” conclusion that these translators are
identical.12
Gammie, on the contrary, reached the opposite conclusion, and in his
seminal contribution, he stressed two issues “(i) to draw attention to some
previously overlooked poetic and stylistic tendencies in the LXX of Job, and
(ii) to reassess the extent to which stylistic, poetic, and other features lend
support to Gerleman’s contention that the LXX of Job and Proverbs had a
common translator.”13
Other scholars also dealt with aspects of the relationship between these
two translators. Heater14 studied the LXX of Job and found many examples
of intra-textual readings, what he called anaphoric translation technique, in
LXX Job taken from other parts of the Septuagint. However, he did not
directly address the issue at stake. In his series of articles, Orlinsky15 also
analysed various characteristics of the Greek translation of Job, without
explicitly dealing with the relationship between the mentioned translators.
Cox, in passing, refers to these translators and states, “It seems likely that
they come from the same circle of translators.”16 As far as Job is concerned,
I concluded at the International Organization for Septuagint and Cognate
Studies Congress in Cambridge (1995) that in respect of certain aspects it
would seem as if Job and Proverbs were not rendered by the same transla9

G. Gerleman, Studies in the Septuagint 1, Book of Job (Lunds Universitets Arsskrift. N.F. Avd. 1. Bd 43.
Nr 2, Lund, 1946), pp. 14–17.
10
G. Gerleman, Studies in the Septuagint 3, Book of Proverbs (Lunds Universitets Arsskrift. N.F. Avd. 1.
Bd 52. Nr 3, Lund, 1956), p. 60.
11
G. Gerleman, Book of Proverbs, p. 60.
12
G. Gerleman, Book of Proverbs, p. 60.
13
Compare, J. G. Gammie, “The Septuagint of Job,” p. 15.
14
H. Heater, A Septuagint Translation Technique in the Book of Job (CBQMS 11; Washington D.C.: The
Catholic Biblical Association of America, 1982).
15
See especially H. M. Orlinsky, “The Character of the Septuagint Translation of the Book of Job,” HUCA
39 (1958): 229–271.
16
C. E. Cox, “The Historical, Social,” p. 106.
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tor.17 It is therefore possible that they do not come from the same historical
milieu.
1.2 Applicable Criteria
It is immediately evident that applicable criteria need to be formulated in
order to address this issue. There are two sets of criteria: first, linguistic ones
and more specifically on the micro-level, lexically based criteria, as well as,
on the macro-level, syntactical and stylistic issues; second, arguments from
content analysis. One would naturally expect the same translator to show
correspondence on these two levels. In this paper, I will not deal with the
first criterion; this has been done by Gammie et al.18 I will rather concentrate
on the second criterion, the larger picture, aspects of the contents of these
two books. I will apply a contextually based methodology and analyze the
way two prominent wisdom passages are rendered in these two units. In the
process, I will ask the question if the same translator (group of translators?)
could have been responsible for the way Old Greek Job 28 and LXX
Proverbs 8 were translated respectively.
1.3 Textual Basis
Since the Old Greek of LXX Proverbs has not yet been determined
systematically, the scholarly edition of Rahlfs19 must be utilized. Proverbs
has been allocated to Peter Gentry to prepare in the Göttingen edition. The
research into Job is based on the critical edition by Joseph Ziegler.20 There
are a few divergences from this edition, following suggestions made by
Pietersma21 in his review and by Gentry.22
17

J. Cook, “Aspects of the Relationship Between the Septuagint Versions of Proverbs and Job,” in LXX IX
Congress of the International Organization for Septuagint and Cognate Studies Cambridge, 1995 (SCS 45;
B. A. Taylor, ed.; Atlanta, Ga.: Scholars Press, 1997), p. 328.
18
See also my contribution to the Wuppertal Conference of 2006, J. Cook, “The Translator of the
Septuagint of Proverbs: Is His Style the Result of Platonic and/or Stoic Influence?” in Die Septuaginta:
Texte, Kontexte, Lebenswelten: Internationale Fachtagung veranstaltet von Septuaginta Deutsch (LXX.D),
Wuppertal 20.–23. Juli 2006 (WUNT 219; ed. M. Karrer and W. Kraus; Tübingen: Mohr-Siebeck, 2007),
pp. 524–538.
19
A. Rahlfs, Septuaginta. Id est Vetus Testamentum graeca iuxta LXX interpretes (Stuttgart: Deutsche
Bibelgesellschaft, 1979).
20
J. Ziegler, ed., Septuaginta Vetus Testamentum Craecum: Auctoritate Scientiarum Gottingensis editum,
Job, Band 11.4 (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1982).
21
A. Pietersma, review of J. Ziegler, ed., Job. Septuaginta. Vetus Testamentum Craecum, vol. 11.4, JBL
104 (1985): 305–311.
22
P. Gentry, The Asterisked Materials in the Greek Job (SBLSCS 38; Atlanta, Ga.: Scholars Press, 1995).
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1.4 Translation Technique and Interpretation
There is consensus that the Greek versions of Proverbs23 and Job24
exhibit a rather free translation technique. I have demonstrated that the translator of the Septuagint of Proverbs seems to have had a unique approach
towards its parent text.25 This is observed, firstly, on a micro-level but also
on a macro-level.26 As far as the first goes, some individual lexical items are
rendered consistently, whereas many are varied. This translational approach
can be defined as one of diversity and unity.27 This is underscored by the
rather large number of hapax legomena and neologisms that occur in LXX
Proverbs.28
According to Cox, the usual categories of characterizing a translation are
less helpful for assessing Job:
It is not just free or paraphrastic, it is also something of an epitome of the
longer and often difficult original. OG Job is one of a kind in the Septuagint
corpus. We can typify it as among the least literal, both in its attitude toward
abbreviating the parent text and in the way the translator worked with that
portion of the text for which we have a translation.29

The same could also be said of the LXX of Proverbs. However, there are
interesting differences as well as correspondences between these two translated units. Proverbs, on the one hand, is an expansive text, the characteristic
of this unit is the multitude of additions, transpositions, and very significant,
the difference of the order of chapters 24–31 in the LXX. Job, on the other
hand, is a shortened, abbreviated text. The Old Greek is substantially shorter
than the Masoretic Text. According to Cox,30 this abbreviation increases.31
23

E. Tov and B. G. Wright, “Computer-Assisted Study of the Criteria for Assessing the Literalness of
Translation Units in the LXX,” Textus 12 (1985): 186.
24
C. E. Cox, “Job,” in A New English Translation of the Septuagint. A New Translation of the Septuagint
and the Other Greek Translations Traditionally Included Under That Title (ed. A. Pietersma and B. G.
Wright; Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007), p. 667.
25
J. Cook, The Septuagint of Proverbs: Jewish and/or Hellenistic Proverbs? Concerning the Hellenistic
Colouring of LXX Proverbs (VTSup 69; Leiden: Brill, 1997), p. 316.
26
J. Cook, “Ideology and Translation Technique: Two Sides of the Same Coin?” in Helsinki Perspectives
on the Translation Technique of the Septuagint: Proceedings of the IOSCS Congress in Helsinki 1999 (ed.
R. Sollamo and S. Sipilä; Helsinki/Göttingen: The Finnish Exegetical Society/Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht,
2001), pp. 195–210.
27
J. Cook, “Ideology and Translation Technique,” p. 208.
28
J. Cook, “The Translator(s) of LXX Proverbs,” TC: A Journal of Biblical Textual Criticism (2002): 2.
29
C. E. Cox, “Job,” p. 667 (italics added).
30
C. E. Cox, “Job,” p. 667.
31
See also N. F. Marcos, “The Septuagint Reading of the Book of Job,” in The Book of Job (BETL 114; ed.
W. A. M. Beuken; Leuven: Leuven University Press/Uitgeverij Peeters, 1994), p. 251.
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1.5 Conclusion
It should be clear that both LXX Proverbs and Job are less faithfully
translated units. One pertinent difference between these units is, as stated
already, that whereas LXX Proverbs is fundamentally an expansive text, the
Old Greek of Job, on the contrary, is a shortened, abbreviated text. However,
this does not mean that the former contains no minuses32 at all, or that the
Old Greek of Job has no pluses. As a matter of fact, LXX Job contains two
important additions, one in Job 2:9a–f, the diatribe on the wife of Job and
the second, Job 42:17b–e.
2. THE MICRO-LEVEL (LEXICAL ITEMS)
There can be no doubt that the translator(s) of both LXX Proverbs and
Job were excellently educated in the Jewish and Greek cultures. They both
are, what Cox33 said about the Old Greek Job, a work of good literary
quality. As far as LXX Proverbs is concerned, I identified the following significant pattern. This translator clearly was a creative stylist with an exceptional knowledge of Jewish and Greek culture.34 This is observed on various
levels. As far as his creative approach is concerned, as stated above, he made
ample use of hapax legomena which he borrowed from the Greek world.
There are also a number of neologisms; he moreover, applied a rather large
number of lexemes exclusively in Proverbs.35 As to be expected, he interprets extensively in some instances.
As far as Old Greek Job is concerned, I identified a number of hapax
legomena in chapters 1, 2, 14, 19, 28, and 42. One example must suffice.
planhvtiß appears in only one LXX manuscript in Job 2:9d and hence is not
taken by Ziegler as Old Greek.36 Rahlfs does have it as Old Greek. This
noun does not appear in the papyri, but it occurs in Lycophron of Chalcis in
Euboea who wrote his comedy Alexandra, circa the fourth to third century
B.C.E.

32

See E. Tov, “Recensional Differences Between the Masoretic Text and the Septuagint of Proverbs,” in Of
Scribes and Scrolls, Studies on the Hebrew Bible, Intertestamental Judaism, and Christian Origins
Presented to John Strugnell on the Occasion of His Sixtieth Birthday (ed. H. W. Attridge, J. J. Collins, and
T. H. Tobin; Lanham, Md.: University Press of America, 1990), pp. 43–56.
33
C. E. Cox, “Job,” p. 667.
34
Compare, J. Cook, “The Translator of the Septuagint of Proverbs,” pp. 549–556.
35
J. Cook, “The Translator(s) of LXX Proverbs,” p. 2.
36
According to Ziegler, B and S* read planwme/nh. He also chose this reading as Old Greek.
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There are also lexemes that can help to determine the provenance of Old
Greek Job. Cox37 agrees with Gerleman that the Greek word forolo/goß “tax
gatherer” (Job 3:18 and 39:7) is a term that reflects an Alexandrian
(Egyptian) context. This word appears only in 2 Esd 4:7 and 18; 5:5; Job
3:18 and 39:7, as well as 1 Macc 3:29.
3. CONTENT BASED CONSIDERATIONS
3.1 Job Chapter 28: Wisdom and Creation
3.1.1 Introduction
This chapter is one of the classical wisdom passages in the Hebrew Bible.
It has a unique profile in the Greek with a number of minuses.
3.1.2 LXX Versus MT
Job 28:1

…w;qOzÎy bDhÎΩzAl MwøqDm…w aDxwøm PRsR;kAl vEy yI;k38
Surely there is a mine for silver,
and a place for gold to be refined.

e¶stin ga»r aÓrguri÷wˆ to/poß, o¢qen gi÷netai,
to/poß de« crusi÷wˆ, o¢qen dihqei√tai.
For silver has a place from which it comes,
and gold a place from where it is sifted.

The noun aÓrgu÷rion is used five times in Job and eleven times in
Proverbs. crusi÷on occurs eight times in Job, of which five examples come
from chapter 28. This is surely the result of the mining activity described in
this chapter. It appears seven times in Proverbs. The verb dihqe÷w is a hapax
legomenon and it has qAqÎz (to refine metals) as parent text. By far in most
instances, the noun to/poß has as parent text MwøqDm in Job. In this verse, two
examples of to/poß occur, the first example as rendering of aDxwøm. According
to Hatch and Redpath, this is the sole example in the Septuagint.

37

C. E. Cox, “The Historical, Social,” p. 108.
For the Hebrew and Greek versions, I used the libronix texts. The translation of the Hebrew is the NRSV
and that of the Greek, NETS.
38
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Even though there are no major differences between the Greek and the
Hebrew, the translator does translate uniquely. The phrase o¢qen gi÷netai has
no equivalent in the Hebrew. The alliteration in the Greek version is also
prominent.
Job 28:2

hDv…wj◊n q…wxÎy NRbRaw◊ j∂;q¨y rDpDoEm l‰z√rA;b
Iron is taken out of the earth,
and copper is smelted from ore.

si÷dhroß me«n ga»r e˙k ghvß gi÷netai,
calko\ß de« i¶sa li÷qwˆ latomei√tai.
For whereas iron comes out of the earth,
copper is quarried like stone.

The noun si÷dhroß is used seven times in Job mostly in connection with
l‰z√rA;b. It is found twice only in Proverbs. In most instances, the noun ghv
renders X®rRa in the LXX, this is the case in Job as well. However, in a
number of cases, including the verse under discussion, it refers to rDpDo.
calko\ß occurs twice in Job, the other example being Job 41:19. It is not
used in Proverbs. The noun li÷qoß appears twelve times in Job, of which
three examples come from chapter 28. It is used ten times in Proverbs. This
is the sole example of latome÷w in Job, it does not appear in Proverbs and is
used ten times in the LXX.
Even though the Hebrew and Greek versions do not differ much, the
translator indeed nuanced his version. The passive form of jAqDl is rendered
by means of gi÷netai which need not be interpreted as passive. The application of the adverb i¶sa is an interpretative one.
Syntactically speaking, the Greek reads smoother since the verse is
interpreted as a final clause.
Job 28:3

t‰wDmlV Ax◊w lRpOa NRbRa réqwøj a…wh tyIlVkA;t_lDkVl…w JKRvOjAl MDc Xéq
Miners put an end to darkness,
and search out to the farthest bound
the ore in gloom and deep darkness.
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ta¿xin e¶qeto sko/tei

He imposed order on darkness.
ta¿xiß is used six times in Job, related to more than one parent reading. In

Job 16:3 and 28:3 to Xéq; in 24:5 to lAoOÚp; in 36:28 there is no parent text and
in 38:12 to MwøqDm. It occurs once in Proverbs. sko/toß is used frequently in Job
and three times in Proverbs.
This is the first example of the shortened Greek text in this chapter. It is
difficult to determine who is the subject of the Greek stich. The New
Revised Standard Version takes the miner(s) as subject, whereas one could
argue that the Greek translator indeed took it as God. The larger context will
have to be taken into account in order to decide the issue.
Job 28:4

…woÎn vwønTaEm …w;lå;d l‰g∂r_yˆ…nIm MyIjD;kVvˆ…nAh rÎ…g_MIoEm lAjÅn XårDÚp
They open shafts in a valley away from human habitation;
they are forgotten by travelers,
they sway suspended, remote from people.

oi˚ de« e˙pilanqano/menoi oJdo\n dikai÷an hjsqe÷nhsan e˙k brotw◊n.
and those of mortals who kept forgetting the righteous way became weak.

The verb e˙pilanqa/nomai is used six times in both Job and Proverbs.
oJdo\ß occurs frequently in both Job and Proverbs. This applies to dikai÷oß as
well. The verb a˙sqene÷w appears three times in Job and once in Proverbs. In
Job it has three Semitic parent readings, namely in 4:3 hDp∂r and lAvD;k; in the
present verse it relates to lAl∂;d. The noun broto÷ß is used exclusively in the
book of Job. It appears seventeen times.
The translator seemingly discarded the first stich. The second stich is
interpreted religiously. There is no reference to “righteous ways” in the
Hebrew! This religionizing is a definite characteristic of the Septuagint version of Proverbs.39 It is perhaps not without significance that this reference
to righteousness is found directly following the translation of the previous
verse “He imposed order on darkness.”

39

See J. Cook, “Exegesis in the Septuagint,” JNSL 30.1 (2004): 1–19.
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Job 28:5

vEa_wømV;k JKAÚpVh‰n DhyR;tVjAt◊w MRjDl_aEx´y hÎ…nR;mIm X®rRa
As for the earth, out of it comes bread;
but underneath it is turned up as by fire.

The Old Greek has no reading.
Job 28:6

wøl bDhÎz tOrVpAo◊w Dhy‰nDbSa ryIÚpAs_MwøqVm
Its stones are the place of sapphires,
and its dust contains gold.

The Old Greek has no reading.
Job 28:7

hÎ¥yAa NyEo …w;tApÎzVv aølw◊ fˆyDo wøo∂d◊y_aøl byItÎn
That path no bird of prey knows,
and the falcon’s eye has not seen it.

The Old Greek has no reading.
Job 28:8

lAjDv wyDlDo h∂dDo_aøl XAjDv_y´nVb …whUkyîr√dIh_aøl
The proud wild animals have not trodden it;
the lion has not passed over it.

The Old Greek has no reading.
Job 28:9

MyîrDh v®rOÚvIm JKApDh wødÎy jAlDv vyImD;lAjA;b
They put their hand to the flinty rock,
and overturn mountains by the roots.

kate÷streyen de« e˙k rJizw◊n o¡rh
And he overturned mountains from their roots.
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The verb katastre÷fw is used eight times in Job and twice in Proverbs.
rJiza occurs ten times in Job and twice in Proverbs. The noun o¡roß appears
nine times in Job and once in Proverbs.
The translator seems to have discarded the first stich. God is probably the
subject of the strophe. This stich connects with 28:4, the previous Old Greek
equivalent.
Job 28:10

wønyEo hDtSar∂ r∂qy◊ _lDk◊w Aoé;qI;b MyîrOay◊ twør…w…xA;b
They cut out channels in the rocks,
and their eyes see every precious thing.

di÷naß de« potamw◊n e¶rrhxen,
pa◊n de« e¶ntimon ei•de÷n mou oJ ojfqalmo/ß:
and broke whirlpools of rivers—
and my eye saw every precious thing.

Di÷na is used only twice in the LXX, namely in Job 13:11 and here in
28:10. potamo/ß occurs four times in Job and twice in Proverbs. The verb
rJh/gnumi appears nine times in Job and once in Proverbs. e¶ntimoß is found
twice in Job and not at all in Proverbs. The noun ojfqalmo/ß is used thirty-

three times in Job and twenty-five times in Proverbs.
God is still the subject of the first strophe in the Old Greek (in MT it is
probably the miner[s]), whereas Job’s eye, seemingly, is the subject of the
second one. The translator seems to have deliberately changed the subject
from “his eye” to “my eye.”
Job 28:11

rwøa aIxOy ;hDmUlSoAt◊w vE;bIj twørDh◊n yIkV;bIm
The sources of the rivers they probe;
hidden things they bring to light.

ba¿qh de« potamw◊n aÓneka¿luyen,
e¶deixen de« e˚autouv du/namin ei˙ß fw◊ß.
And he uncovered rivers’ depths
and showered his own power to the light.
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ba¿qoß is used only this one time in Job and has no relationship to a
parent text. It occurs once in Proverbs too. The verb aÓnakalu¿ptw appears

five times in Job and not at all in Proverbs. In the current verse it has vAbDj as
parent text and in the other instances in Job, hDlÎ…g. The verb dei/knumi occurs
in Job 28:11 (aDxÎy), 33:23 (dÅgÎn?), and 34:32 (a∂rÎy). There is no equivalent in
Proverbs. The noun du/namiß is used eleven times in Job and once in
Proverbs. According to Hatch and Redpath, four examples have no relation
to a parent text, this includes the present verse, which is an interpretation.
The Hebrew lexeme hDmUlSoA;t has “secret things” as part of its semantic field.
fw◊ß occurs twenty-five times in Job and six times in Proverbs.
The reading (God) “uncovers” (aÓnakalu¿ptw) the depth of rivers is
seemingly based on vAbDj, which does not have this nuance in its semantic
fields. According to Koehler and Baumgartner, it has the connotations “to
bind, saddle” in its semantic fields. Strangely enough the other examples of
aÓnakalu¿ptw in Job relate to hDlÎ…g, which does have the nuance of “reveal,
uncover” in their semantic fields! It is possible that the parent text, indeed,
contained this verb.
The second strophe is an interpretation as far as du/namiß is concerned.
The preposition ei˙ß is also an interpretation, as is the demonstrative pronoun
e˚autouv. The creative hand of the translator is evident. In both stichoi, God
is the subject.
Job 28:12

hÎnyI;b MwøqVm h‰z yEaw◊ aExD;mI;t NˆyAaEm hDmVkDjAh◊w
But where shall wisdom be found?
And where is the place of understanding?

hJ de« sofi÷a po/qen euJre÷qh;
poi√oß de« to/poß e˙sti«n thvß e˙pisth/mhß;
But wisdom—where was it found?
And of what sort is the place of knowledge?

The noun sofi÷a appears twenty-one times in Job and forty-nine times in
Proverbs, practically always in relation with hDmVkDj. e˙pisth/mh is used thirteen
times in Job, in the present verse as well as in four additional instances in
connection with the root NyI;b, but surprisingly enough, it is never used in
Proverbs.
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There are no major differences between MT and LXX, compare,
however, verse 20 below.
Job 28:13

Myˆ¥yAjAh X®rRaV;b aExD;mIt aølw◊ ;hD;k√rRo vwønTa oådÎy_aøl
Mortals do not know the way to it,
and it is not found in the land of the living.

oujk oi•den broto\ß oJdo\n aujthvß,
oujde« mh\ euJreqhvØ e˙n aÓnqrw¿poiß.
No mortal knows its way,
nor will it ever be discovered among human beings.

aÓnqrw¿poß for

Myˆ¥yAjAh X®rRaV;b seems to be an interpretation in the light of

13a. It could be intended to focus on humankind.
Job 28:14

yîdD;mIo NyEa rAmDa MÎy◊w ayIh_yIb aøl rAmDa MwøhV;t
The deep says, “It is not in me,”
and the sea says, “It is not with me.”

The Old Greek has no reading.
Job 28:15

;h∂ryIjVm PRsR;k léqDÚvˆy aølw◊ DhyR;tVjA;t rwøgVs NA;t¨y_aøl
It cannot be gotten for gold,
and silver cannot be weighed out as its price.

The Old Greek has no reading.
Job 28:16

ryIÚpAsw◊ r∂qÎy MAhOvV;b ryIpwøa MRtRkV;b hR;lUsVt_aøl
It cannot be valued in the gold of Ophir,
in precious onyx or sapphire.

The Old Greek has no reading.
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Job 28:17

zDp_yIlV;k ;hDt∂r…wmVt…w tyIkwøk◊z…w bDhÎz hÎ…nRk√rAoÅy_aøl
Gold and glass cannot equal it,
nor can it be exchanged for jewels of fine gold.

The Old Greek has no reading.
Job 28:18

MyˆnyˆnVÚpIm hDmVkDj JKRvRm…w rEkÎΩzˆy aøl vyIbÎg◊w twøma∂r
No mention shall be made of coral or of crystal;
the price of wisdom is above pearls.

The Old Greek has no reading.
Job 28:19

hR;lUsVt aøl rwøhDf MRtRkV;b v…w;k_tådVfIÚp hÎ…nRk√rAoÅy_aøl
The chrysolite of Ethiopia cannot compare with it,
nor can it be valued in pure gold.

The Old Greek has no reading.
Job 28:20

hÎnyI;b MwøqVm h‰z yEaw◊ awøbD;t NˆyAaEm hDmVkDjAh◊w
Where then does wisdom come from?
And where is the place of understanding?

hJ de« sofi÷a po/qen euJre÷qh;
poi√oß de« to/poß e˙sti«n thvß sune÷sewß;
But wisdom—where was it found?
And of what sort is the place of knowledge?

su÷nesiß appears fifteen times in Job and ten times in Proverbs. The
Greek verse is identical to verse 12 excepting the noun su÷nesiß for
e˙pisth/mh. There is also one difference between the Massoretic versions.

Whereas in the present verse awøbD;t is used in stich a, in verse 12, the verb is
aExD;mI;t.
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Job 28:21

h∂rD;tVsˆn MˆyAmDÚvAh PwøoEm…w yDj_lDk y´nyEoEm hDmVlRo‰n◊w
It is hidden from the eyes of all living,
and concealed from the birds of the air.

le÷lhqen pa¿nta a‡nqrwpon
It has escaped notice by any human,

lanqa÷nw is applied in Job 24:1; 28:21, and 34:21. In the present case it

has MAlDo as parent text, which has “secret, hide, ignore” as part of its
semantic field.
The translator seemingly discarded the second stich.
Job 28:22

;hDoVmIv …wnVoAmDv …wny´n◊zDaV;b …wrVmDa t‰wDmÎw Nwø;dAbSa
Abaddon and Death say,
“We have heard a rumor of it with our ears.”

∆Akhko/amen de« aujthvß to\ kle÷oß.
but we have heard of its renown.

kle÷oß occurs exclusively in Job, namely in 28:22 and 30:8. In the present

verse it has oAmEv as parent text with “message, rumor” in its semantic field.
This seems to be an interpretation. The first stich is, moreover, not rendered
in the Old Greek. It does contain a reference to Abaddon and Death.
Job 28:23

;hDmwøqVm_tRa oådÎy a…wh◊w ;hD;k√rå;d NyIbEh MyIhølTa
God understands the way to it,
and he knows its place.

oJ qeo\ß eu™ sune÷sthsen aujthvß th\n oJdo/n,
aujto\ß de« oi•den to\n to/pon aujthvß:
God has established well its way,
and he himself knows its place,
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suni÷sthmi occurs only this one time in Job and is clearly an interpretation of NyI;b. It is used twice in Proverbs. oi•den for oådÎy is normal. Both stichoi
are rendered in this verse. The adverb eu™ has no equivalent in the Hebrew.

Job 28:24

hRar√ ˆy MˆyAmDÚvAh_lD;k tAjA;t fyI;bÅy X®rDaDh_twøxVqIl a…wh_yI;k
For he looks to the ends of the earth,
and sees everything under the heavens.

aujto\ß ga»r th\n uJp∆ oujrano\n pa◊san e˙fora◊ˆ
ei˙dw»ß ta» e˙n thvØ ghvØ pa¿nta, a± e˙poi÷hsen,
for he observes all that is under heaven,
since he knows all the earth contains, that which he made—

e˙fora¿w is used in Job 21:16; 22:12; 28:24, and 34:24. It does not appear
in Proverbs. oi•da is probably based upon hDa∂r.

This verse contains some interesting interpretations. The order of heaven
and earth is changed. In Job 1 and 2, one of the tendencies I identified was
that the translator added references to heaven in addition to the earth. This is
true of the phrase “what lies beneath heaven” in Job 1:7 and 2:2. These are
examples of intra-textual renderings. The difference in the present verse is
the reverse of the categories earth and heaven. Another difference is the
phrase, “that which he made” (a± e˙poi÷hsen) which has no equivalent in the
Hebrew. This can be deemed an explicative addition, since reference has
already been made to the fact that God created everything.
Job 28:25

h∂;dImV;b NE;kI;t MˆyAm…w l∂qVvIm Aj…wrDl twøcSoAl
When he gave to the wind its weight,
and apportioned out the waters by measure;

aÓne÷mwn staqmo\n u¢dato/ß te me÷tra:
the weight of winds and the measures of water!

The noun a¶nemoß appears four times in Job and seven times in Proverbs.
staqmo÷ß is used once in Job and Proverbs respectively. me÷tron is used three
times in Job and once in Proverbs.
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The Greek strophe seems to be an interpretation of both stichoi in the
Hebrew. The verb is taken from the previous verse and could be seen as an
ellipsis.
Job 28:26

twølOq zyˆzSjAl JK®r®d◊w qOj rDfD;mAl wøtcSoA;b
when he made a decree for the rain,
and a way for the thunderbolt;

o¢te e˙poi÷hsen ou¢twß, uJeto\n hjri÷qmhsen
When he had done so, he looked and made a count;

Cox40 opted for the reading “he looked” instead of uJeto÷ß, following
Grabe and Ausgabe (1709) and Rahlfs which refer to some manuscripts that
read idwn. This noun occurs eight times in Job and three times in Proverbs.
ajriqme÷w is used five times in Job and once in Proverbs, namely 8:21, part of
the classical creation pericope. The Greek represents an interpretation of the
first Hebrew stich. The second stich corresponds to some extent with the
Hebrew of the next verse.
Job 28:27

;h∂r∂qSj_MÅg◊w ;hÎnyIkTh ;h∂rVÚpAsy◊ Åw ;hDar∂ zDa
then he saw it and declared it;
he established it, and searched it out.

e˚toima¿saß e˙xicni÷asen.
since he prepared them, he kept track of them.

The verb e˚toima¿zw occurs ten times in Job and eleven times in Proverbs.
e˙xicni÷azw is used six times in Job and not at all in Proverbs. The first stich
is apparently discarded. rAqDj has the nuances “to search, to declare” as part of
its semantic fields, and it is rendered by means of e˙xicni÷asen in this verse.

40

C. E. Cox, “Job,” p. 686.
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Job 28:28

hÎnyI;b o∂rEm r…ws◊w hDmVkDj ayIh yÎnOdSa tAar√ ˆy NEh M∂dDaDl rRmaø¥yÅw
And he said to humankind,
“Truly, the fear of the Lord, that is wisdom;
and to depart from evil is understanding.”

ei•pen de« aÓnqrw¿pwˆ ∆Idou\ hJ qeose÷beia¿ e˙stin sofi÷a,
to\ de« aÓpe÷cesqai aÓpo\ kakw◊n e˙stin e˙pisth/mh.
And he said to humankind, “Look, the worship of God is wisdom,
and to stay away from evil is knowledge.”

qeose÷beia¿ occurs once in Job, Genesis, Sirach, and Baruch and four

times in 4 Maccabees. In this verse, the phrase yÎnOdSa tAar√ ˆy is rendered by
means of qeose÷beia¿. Another related phrase in Job is MyIhølTa aér◊y, which
occurs in Job 1:1; 1:8, and 2:3 and is rendered by qeosebh/ß. The difference
between these phrases in the Hebrew is that in the first instance a verbal
form appears, whereas in the verse under discussion the construct form
(tAar√ ˆy) of the noun is used.
3.1.3 Conclusions
This chapter makes sense, albeit different from the Hebrew, when the
Old Greek is read on its own. The central role of wisdom is significant. It is
mentioned in verse 12 and then two verses further again. The poem is,
moreover, ended by the statement that “the worship of God is wisdom.”
Hence, wisdom forms the centre of this chapter. It is also clear that wisdom
and knowledge have to do with practical things, “worshipping God and staying away from evil.” A tendency to religionize was discovered in verse 4
where “the righteous way” is mentioned. Another characteristic is that God
plays a more prominent role in the Old Greek than in the MT. He is the subject of verses 3 through to 11 and then again in verses 23–28. Interestingly
enough, the God-names are not varied as in other passages.
In the next outline, the created things that were omitted in the Old Greek
are mentioned. These are printed in italics.
Job 28
1. For silver has a place from which it comes,
and gold a place from where it is sifted.
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2. For whereas iron comes out of the earth,
copper is quarried like stone.
3. He imposed order on darkness,
4. and those of mortals who kept forgetting the righteous way became
weak.
5. As for the earth—out of it comes bread;
but underneath it is turned up as by fire.
6. Its stones are the place of sapphires,
and its dust contains gold.
7. That path no bird of prey knows,
and the falcon’s eye has not seen it.
8. The proud wild animals have not trodden it;
the lion has not passed over it.
9. And he overturned mountains from their roots
10. and broke whirlpools of rivers—
and my eye saw every precious thing.
11. And he uncovered rivers’ depths
and showed his own power to the light.
12. But wisdom—where was it found?
And of what sort is the place of knowledge?
13. No mortal knows its way,
nor will it ever be discovered among human beings.
14. The deep says, “It is not in me,”
and the sea says, “It is not with me.”
15. It cannot be gotten for gold,
and silver cannot be weighed out as its price.
16. It cannot be valued in the gold of Ophir,
in precious onyx or sapphire.
17. Gold and glass cannot equal it,
nor can it be exchanged for jewels of fine gold.
18. No mention shall be made of coral or of crystal;
the price of wisdom is above pearls.
19. The chrysolite of Ethiopia cannot compare with it,
nor can it be valued in pure gold.
20. But wisdom—where was it found?
And of what sort is the place of knowledge?
21. It has escaped notice by any human,
22. Abaddon and Death say,
but we have heard of its renown.
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23. God has established well its way,
and he himself knows its place,
24. for he observes all that is under heaven,
since he knows all the earth contains, that which he made—
25. the weight of winds and the measures of water!
26. When he had done so, he looked and made a count;
and a way for the thunderbolt;
27. since he prepared them, he kept track of them.
28. And he said to humankind, “Look, the worship of God is wisdom,
and to stay away from evil is knowledge.”
The aspects that are omitted are: earth and bread; stones—sapphires and
gold; birds of prey (the falcon); the proud wild animals (the lion); the deep
and the sea; wisdom not for gold and silver; nor from gold of Ophir, onyx,
or sapphire; nor gold and glass or jewels of fine gold; nor coral or crystal;
nor the chrysolite of Ethiopia nor pure gold; Abaddon and Death; and a way
for the thunderbolt.
The overwhelming commodity that is omitted, are valuable stones! From
this list it would seem that these stones were not important to the translator.
This does not mean that stones are not referred to at all. Verses 1 and 2 do
have appropriate references in this regard.
Thus this composition represents a fundamentally abridged text compared to the MT. Taking the free translation technique into account, I deem
this curtailment the work of the translator.41 Moreover, as stated above, there
is no evidence of existing external Hebrew or other witnesses to this
shortened text. This abridgement is totally different from the LXX Proverbs
8:22–31.
3.2 LXX Proverbs 8:20–36: Wisdom and Creation
3.2.1 Introduction
This chapter is one of the classical wisdom creation passages in the
Hebrew Bible. In the Hebrew, it has been composed beautifully and has a
structure of four sections; verses 1–11; 12–21; 22–31 and a peroration in
verses 32–36. The translator has composed this whole chapter stylistically
by, inter alia, adding two strophes to verse 21. However, the pericope of
41

See also M. Kepper and M. Witte, “Hiob,” in Septuaginta Deutsch. Das griechische Alte Testament in
deutscher Übersetzung (ed. W. Kraus and M. Karrer; Stuttgart: Deutsche Bibelgesellschaft, 2009), p. 1007.
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Prov 8:20–36 is under discussion. It has likewise been composed
intentionally.42
3.2.2 LXX Versus MT
Proverbs 8:20

fDÚpVvIm twøbyIt◊n JKwøtV;b KE;lAhSa h∂qd∂ Vx_jårOaV;b
I walk in the way of righteousness,
along the paths of justice,

e˙n oJdoi√ß dikaiosu/nhß peripatw◊
kai« aÓna» me÷son tri÷bwn dikaiw¿matoß aÓnastre÷fomai,
I walk in the ways of justice,
and along paths of what is right I wander

Proverbs 8:21

aE;lAmSa MRhyEtOrVxOaw◊ v´y yAbShOa lyIj◊nAhVl
endowing with wealth those who love me,
and filling their treasuries.

iºna meri÷sw toi√ß e˙me« aÓgapw◊sin u¢parxin
kai« tou\ß qhsaurou\ß aujtw◊n e˙mplh/sw aÓgaqw◊n.
in order that I may apportion possessions to those who love me
and fill their treasuries with good things.
21a

e˙a»n aÓnaggei÷lw uJmi√n ta» kaq∆ hJme÷ran gino/mena,
mnhmoneu/sw ta» e˙x ai˙w◊noß aÓriqmhvsai.
If I report to you the things that happen daily,
I will remember to enumerate the things of old.

These two stichs in the LXX have no equivalent in the MT or any other
textual witnesses. It has been placed exactly preceding the classical pericope
on creation. This addition clearly acts as a bridge between verses 11–21 and
verses 22–36.43

42
43

J. Cook, The Septuagint of Proverbs, p. 201.
J. Cook, The Septuagint of Proverbs, p. 207.
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In Prov 8:20–36, there are various indications that the translator opted to
stress specific nuances in order to avoid misunderstanding.
Proverbs 8:22

zDaEm wyDlDoVpIm M®d®q wø;k√rå;d tyIvaér yˆnÎn∂q hÎwh◊y
The LORD created me at the beginning of his work,
the first of his acts of long ago.

ku/rioß e¶ktise÷n me aÓrch\n oJdw◊n aujtouv ei˙ß e¶rga aujtouv,
The Lord created me as the beginning of his ways,
for the sake of his works.

The translator intentionally opted for the verb kti÷zw. It appears sixtythree times in the LXX, but only this once in Proverbs! The Hebrew lexeme
hÎnDq has various connotations in its semantic fields. It is used in Prov 1:5; 4:5,
7; 8:8; 15:32; 16:16; 17:16; 18:15; 19:8; 20:14, and 23:23. According to
Lisowski Prov 8:8 is the sole example where the nuance of “to create”
obtains. It therefore seems as if the translator intentionally applied kti÷zw, in
order to avoid possible misunderstanding.
Proverbs 8:23

X®rDa_yEmd√ å;qIm vaørEm yI;tVkA;sˆn MDlwøoEm
Ages ago I was set up,
at the first, before the beginning of the earth.

pro\ touv ai˙w◊noß e˙qemeli÷wse÷n me e˙n aÓrchvØ,
Before the present age he founded me,
in the beginning.

The passive form yI;tVkA;sˆn (Niphal; I was set up) is rendered by means of
e˙qemeli÷wse÷n (he founded me). Even though the Hebrew lexeme can be
understood differently, as derived from JKAsÎn (pour out); JKAsÎn II (install) or JKAkDs
(weave), especially when the vowels are discarded, the translator deliberately avoided the passive form in order to make clear that it was God who
founded wisdom.
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Proverbs 8:24

MˆyDm_yé;dA;bVkˆn twønÎyVoAm NyEaV;b yI;tVlDlwøj twømOhV;t_NyEaV;b
When there were no depths I was brought forth,
when there were no springs abounding with water.

pro\ touv th\n ghvn poihvsai kai« pro\ touv ta»ß aÓbu/ssouß poihvsai,
pro\ touv proelqei√n ta»ß phga»ß tw◊n uJda¿twn,
Before he made the earth and before he made the depths,
before he brought forth the springs of the waters,

This verse contains various endeavours to stress the fact that God is at
work and not wisdom. The verbal form poihvsai is used twice with God as
subject, whereas the MT has only one verb lyIj. The translator deliberately
avoids referring to wisdom which in the Hebrew is represented in yI;tVlDlwøj.
Proverbs 8:25

yI;tVlDlwøj twøoDb◊g y´nVpIl …woD;bVfDh MyîrDh M®rRfV;b
Before the mountains had been shaped,
before the hills, I was brought forth—

pro\ touv o¡rh e˚drasqhvnai,
pro\ de« pa¿ntwn bounw◊n genna◊ˆ me.
before the mountains were established
and before all the hills, he begets me.

In this verse, the translator again interprets yI;tVlDlwøj. He explicitly states
genna◊ˆ me ‘he begets me’, to stress that God is the actor.
Proverbs 8:26

lEbE;t twørVpDo vaør◊w twøx…wj◊w X®rRa hDcDo aøl_dAo
when he had not yet made earth and fields,
or the world’s first bits of soil.

ku/rioß e˙poi÷hsen cw¿raß kai« aÓoikh/touß
kai« a‡kra oi˙kou/mena thvß uJp∆ oujrano/n.
The Lord made countries and uninhabited spaces
and the habitable heights of that beneath the sky.
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Again the Greek differs from the Hebrew. MT has a temporal clause
whereas LXX changed it into a main clause. The specification of the subject
as, the Lord, could be another sign of the translator’s intention to stress that
God/the Lord is the sole actor in the creation process.
Proverbs 8:27

MwøhVt y´nVÚp_lAo g…wj wøq…wjV;b yˆnDa MDv MˆyAmDv wønyIkShA;b
When he established the heavens, I was there,
when he drew a circle on the face of the deep,

hJni÷ka hJtoi÷mazen to\n oujrano/n, sumparh/mhn aujtw◊ˆ,
kai« o¢te aÓfw¿rizen to\n e˚autouv qro/non e˙p∆ aÓne÷mwn.
When he prepared the sky, I was present with him,
and when he marked out his own throne on the winds.

Proverbs 8:28

MwøhV;t twønyIo zwøzSoA;b lAoD;mIm MyIqDjVv wøxV;mAaV;b
when he made firm the skies above,
when he established the fountains of the deep,

hJni÷ka i˙scura» e˙poi÷ei ta» a‡nw ne÷fh,
kai« wJß aÓsfalei√ß e˙ti÷qei phga»ß thvß uJp∆ oujrano\n
when he made strong the clouds above
and when he made secure the springs beneath the sky,

Proverbs 8:27–28 are less ambiguous in the Hebrew and hence the Greek
has less adaptations. There, nevertheless, seems to be a tendency to avoid
MwøhV;t in these verses.
Proverbs 8:29

X®rDa yédVswøm wøq…wjV;b wyIp_…wrVbAoÅy aøl MˆyAm…w wø;qUj MÎ¥yAl wøm…wcV;b
when he assigned to the sea its limit,
so that the waters might not transgress his command,
when he marked out the foundations of the earth,

kai« i˙scura» e˙poi÷ei ta» qeme÷lia thvß ghvß,
when he made strong the foundations of the earth,
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Rahlfs refers to manuscripts A and Ss where the equivalent of the first
two strophes is found. However, they are also under the asterisk in Origen.
Proverbs 8:30

tEo_lDkV;b wyÎnDpVl t®qRjAcVm Mwøy Mwøy MyIoUvSoAv h‰yVhRaÎw NwømDa wølVxRa h‰yVhRaÎw
then I was beside him, like a master worker;
and I was daily his delight,
rejoicing before him always,

h¡mhn par∆ aujtw◊ˆ aJrmo/zousa,
e˙gw» h¡mhn h∞Ø prose÷cairen.
kaq∆ hJme÷ran de« eujfraino/mhn e˙n prosw¿pwˆ aujtouv e˙n panti« kairw◊ˆ,
I was beside him, fitting together;
it is I who was the one in whom he took delight.
And each day I was glad in his presence at every moment,

This verse represents the locus classicus of arguments concerning the socalled Stoic colouring of LXX Proverbs. The verb aJrmo/zw has been taken
by Gerleman44 to have the connotations of “to join, to accommodate, bring
into harmony” which is then taken as in line with Stoic views on nature. This
Greek verb occurs only ten times in the LXX; in 2 Kgs 6:5 (*) and 14 (zo?);
Ps 151:2 (–); Prov 8:30 (NwømDa); 17:7 (hÎwOaÎn); 19:14 (lAkDc?); 25:11 (NRpOa); Nah
3:8 (NwømDa?); 2 Macc 14:22 and 3 Macc 1:19. It is thus used to render different
lexemes in Proverbs. In Prov 17:7, the Hebrew contains a contrast between
the speech of a fool and of a king. Within the context of the Greek translation, the nuance of “fitting” clearly prevails. In Prov 19:14, the nuance of
“betroth” is dominant. Another important passage is Nah 3:8. The nuance of
“harmonizing” suggested by Gerleman is not imperative in any of these passages. The point is that aJrmo/zousa describes the relationship of wisdom
with the creator and not the relationship with creation!45 Hence I translate it
as “fitting together” and not “harmonizing.” It has nothing to do with
Stoicism.

44
45

G. Gerleman, “The Septuagint Proverbs as a Hellenistic Document,” OTS 8 (1950): 26.
J. Cook, The Septuagint of Proverbs, p. 232.
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Proverbs 8:31

M∂dDa y´nV;b_tRa yAoUvSoAv◊w wøx√rAa lEbEtV;b t®qRjAcVm
rejoicing in his inhabited world
and delighting in the human race.

o¢te eujfrai÷neto th\n oi˙koume÷nhn suntele÷saß
kai« e˙neufrai÷neto e˙n ui˚oi√ß aÓnqrw¿pwn.
when he rejoiced after he had completed the world
and rejoiced among the sons of men.

There are significant differences between MT and LXX. Syntactically
this verse is interpreted as a final clause, whereas the MT simply places
verses 32 and 33 paratactically next to one another. The prominent change,
however, is the Piel participle femine form, t®qRjAcVm, that is adapted to a third
person singular masculine form eujfrai÷neto. The same obtains as far as
e˙neufrai÷neto for yAoUvSoAv (participle as noun plural with suffix first singular
“my delight”) is concerned. The verbal form suntele÷saß also seems to be
intentionally used in order to stress that God is the sole subject of creational
activity.
Proverbs 8:32

…wrOmVvˆy yAk∂r√;d yérVvAaw◊ yIl_…woVmIv MyˆnDb hD;tAo◊w
And now, my children, listen to me:
happy are those who keep my ways.

nuvn ou™n, ui˚e÷, a‡koue÷ mou.
Now then my son, listen to me.

Proverbs 8:33

…wo∂rVpI;t_lAaw◊ …wmDkSjÅw rDs…wm …woVmIv
Hear instruction and be wise,
and do not neglect it.

The Old Greek has no reading.
Rahlfs refers to the equivalent of these strophes. However, they are also
under the asterisk in Origen.
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Proverbs 8:34

yDjDtVÚp tOz…wzVm rOmVvIl Mwøy Mwøy yAtOtVlå;d_lAo dOqVvIl yIl AoEmOv M∂dDa yérVvAa
Happy is the one who will listen to me,
watching daily at my gate

maka¿rioß aÓnh/r, o§ß ei˙sakou/setai÷ mou,
kai« a‡nqrwpoß, o§ß ta»ß e˙ma»ß oJdou\ß fula¿xei
aÓgrupnw◊n e˙p∆ e˙mai√ß qu/raiß kaq∆ hJme÷ran
thrw◊n staqmou\ß e˙mw◊n ei˙so/dwn:
Happy is the man who will listen to me
and the person who will guard my ways,
keeping watch at my doors daily,
protecting the posts of my entrances.

Proverbs 8:35

hÎwh◊yEm Nwøx∂r qRpÎ¥yÅw Myˆ¥yAj aDxDm yIaVxOm yI;k
For whoever finds me finds life
and obtains favor from the LORD;

ai˚ ga»r e¶xodoi÷ mou e¶xodoi zwhvß,
kai« e˚toima¿zetai qe÷lhsiß para» kuri÷ou.
For my egressions are the egressions of life,
and the incentive is prepared by the Lord.

Proverbs 8:36

t‰wDm …wbShDa yAan◊ AcVm_lD;k wøvVpÅn sEmOj yIaVfOj◊w
but those who miss me injure themselves;
all who hate me love death.”

oi˚ de« ei˙ß e˙me« aJmarta¿nonteß aÓsebouvsin ta»ß e˚autw◊n yuca¿ß,
kai« oi˚ misouvnte÷ß me aÓgapw◊sin qa¿naton.
But those who sin against me treat their own souls with impiety,
and those who hate me love death.
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4. CONCLUSION
The translator of Prov 8:20–36 clearly went out of his way to stress the
fact that God/the Lord was solely responsible for the creation and that
wisdom had no independent role to play in the creational process. In no
fewer than four passages (verses 23, 24, 25, and 31), the person or aspect of
the verb was changed in order to avoid possible misunderstanding. The
translation of Prov 8:22 is instructive in this regard. The Greek translation
places wisdom in the correct perspective. Surely she had a privileged position beside God. She also had an important role to play and therefore was
created by God for the sake of his works. This privileged position is not
clearly demarcated in the Hebrew version (MT), at least as far as the
translator is concerned; therefore, he deliberately adapted the Greek in order
to avoid any misunderstanding as to the omnipotency of God.
Compared to the Old Greek of Job, this approach is significantly different. The translator of LXX Proverbs had the freedom to adapt his parent
text. However, this is done mostly by interpreting on a smaller level—the
adaptation of subjects, etc. In a few instances in this chapter as a whole, the
translator actually added some strophes, see for example, the plus in Prov
8:21a. However, hardly ever did he in fact reduce his subject matter. Two
examples could be cases in point. In Prov 8:29, the equivalent of two stichoi
is missing, and in verse 33, there seems to be no Old Greek text. However,
these omissions could be the result of the complicated textual history of
LXX Proverbs. The point to make is that reduction of the text as is the case
with Old Greek Job did not take place in LXX Proverbs 8. To me this could
only lead to one conclusion. I find it difficult to accept that two translators
who exhibit such divergent attitudes to their parent texts, could have belonged to the same circle of translators, nor could be deemed as one and the
same translator.

